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ABSTRACT 

 

When it comes to sites of world renown there are few to excel the excitement and 

sensation of Pompeii in south western Italy.  From a disastrous tragedy of epic 

proportions has come a goldmine of archaeological treasure showing us what a 

Roman coastal township was exactly like at the time of its burial under tonnes of lava 

and ash “frozen” in time as at August 79 AD.  The doomed township was 

rediscovered by a Spanish military surveying engineer named Rocque Joaquin de 

Alcubierre in 1748 while digging specifically for evidence of the lost city.  Its nearby 

neighbour of Herculaneum had been accidentally found in 1709 when digging was 

being made to sink a well to a depth of about 50-60 feet (15-18 metres) providing the 

geographic indicators for an attempt to relocate the other city of Pompeii along with 

other surrounding long lost localities.  From the percentage of the site currently 

excavated there has been unveiled a model town plan consisting basically of 

orthogonal street patterns with stone paved roadways and buildings illustrating the 

lavish ornamentation and lifestyle of the local inhabitants along with their diet and 

ablutionary habits.  Forgotten for over 1600 years there has even been revealed a 

workshop owned by a Surveyor (known as Gromaticus or Agrimensore in ancient 

Rome) called Verus discovered and studied by Matteo della Corte in 1912 still 

bearing a blacksmiths forge for making his own surveying instruments some of which 

were found at the premises.  In addition to metal parts of measuring devices such as a 

groma and decempeda there were also found metal spikes for marking/measuring, 

drawing equipment, rulers, set squares and an ivory portable sun dial within which 

writing implements could be carried into the field.  Verus was not the only the 

surveyor we meet in this ghostly coastal village as there is a gravestone to another 

Surveyor named Nicostratus Popidius which depicts an engraving of a groma and 

other materials such as stakes, a measuring rod and rope used in his profession.  From 

the town layout remaining it can be established where the original town was occupied 

together with the future urban sprawl as occurs when the population expands to 

demonstrate to us in the 21st century just how the Roman Land Administration system 

specified the structure of the cadastre of its urban areas.  From the darkness of total 

disaster has come historical illumination to allow us to understand and reconstruct the 

lives and habitats which had developed up to the first century AD of the great Roman 

Empire with particular attention being focused on the town’s surveyor and its 

cadastral fabric.  
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